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| DEAR TEAM MEMBERS,

Over the next few weeks the Group will continue to monitor the ongoing COVID-19 situation. There is A LOT of information making its way around by
traditional media outlets and through the use of social media. This is the first in a series of newsletters that are designed to keep you informed of what’s
happening, by giving you simple information about the spread of COVID-19, what’s being done about it, what you can do about it and resources for help
should you need it. At all times remember that preparation and not panic is the order of the day. Let’s keep calm and GK on.

| WHAT IS COVID-19?

COVID-19 is a member of the family of viruses known as the Human Coronavirus. The name “COVID-19” simply means that this virus is
a member of the coronavirus family (“COV”) and was identified in 2019 “ID-19”. The scientific community continues to throw its weight
behind he study of COVID-19 and is searching for the most effective treatments and are hopeful that they will discover a vaccine soon.

| WHAT ARE ITS SYMPTOMS?

COVID-19 symptoms are very similar to normal flu symptoms and people
may experience any combination of sore throat, cough, fever and/or joint
pains. If you feel you are experiencing these symptoms, please reach out
to your local healthcare authority who will provide guidance on what steps
you should be taking. If you feel ill please do not report to work, even if you
have been designated as essential staff.
Remember, most people will recover from COVID-19 and only a small
percentage will be affected seriously. This does not mean that this is not
an important issue and we must all still do our part.

| ARE WE PREPARED FOR IT?

The GK Group is prepared for the outbreak of
pandemics. COVID-19 is a specific situation and
requires specific guidance & preparation which
continues on a round-the-clock basis. The Group
has taken several steps to mitigate the effects
of COVID-19 on our team members.

| WHAT IS THE GRACEKENNEDY – LA FE DOING?

In order to mitigate the spread of COVID-19, GK has implemented travel restrictions and we have implemented telecommuting guidelines for staff.
Physical health is key, but your mental health is also crucial. To help deal with any anxiety, the Executive Office, through HR, has arranged for counseling
service to be made available remotely, during this period of crisis. In Jamaica, Hi-Lo and Grace Foods have put in place discounts for GK Team members,
Health Care Workers and Senior Citizens. Grace Foods has also donated products for care packages for residents in quarantine. Our USA, UK and Canada
businesses have made food supplies available to their teams, at discounted rates. The UK team has also decided to donate food to the staff who work
in hospitals in Hertfordshire, the county in which we operate. FGB has implemented a raft of measures, including moratoriums on loans, as well as
emergency loans for GK staff. The GraceKennedy Foundation continues to assist students with food packages for those who haven’t been able to leave
the University of the West Indies (UWI), and University of Technology (UTECH) campuses. GraceKennedy has also donated J$10M to a PSOJ initiative
to purchase ventilators for Jamaican hospitals.
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| WHAT CAN YOU DO?
1. FLATTEN THE CURVE.

This is the battle cry for the day. No doubt you’ve heard this term
a lot over the past few days. But what does it mean? Basically it’s
an ongoing effort to slow the rate of spread of COVID-19. OK- but
how do you do that? Social distancing is the order of the day.
COVID-19 spreads most rapidly when large groups of people gather.
So in order to slow the spread you should:
— Avoid large gatherings.
— Listen to your government officials.
— Practice proper hygiene (we know most of you do already).
— Respect personal space – 6’ ft. spacing.
— Self-isolate and have your family do the same.
— Protect the most vulnerable.
— Keep your kids ‘in school’ – virtually, of course.
There are lots of online and other resources being
offered right now in response to COVID-19.

S O C I A L D I S TA N C I N G

| NEWS
GLOBAL RECOVERY PASSES CHINA INFECTIONS.

The number of people who have recovered form COVID-19 has
surpassed the number of confirmed reported cases from China.
This is further proof that COVID-19 is treatable and most people
will only have minor symptoms.

BOOZE – BUT FOR YOUR HANDS.

All over the world distilleries are shifting gears and converting
their lines to assist in the production of hand sanitizers.
Read more here - https://bit.ly/2Ugcbw0

VACCINE TRIALS HAVE ALREADY STARTED.

Forty-five brave people have stepped up and are among the first
human trials for a vaccine for COVID-19.
Read more here - https://bbc.in/33DWxxw

COMMUNITY CONCERTS.

With the increase in isolation, communities have rallied to help
uplift one another. Such event is the holding of Balcony concerts.
Read more here - https://bit.ly/2UdLVlZ

2. AVOID SPREADING NEWS.

Everybody has a “friend” who knows someone on the frontlines
of this global situation. Spreading unverified news will only create
more panic and panic is not what is needed right now. If you get
information on WhatsApp or other social media, don’t automatically
forward it. Take 30 seconds to Google it and inform yourself.
The spread of correct information is helpful to combat the spread
of panic throughout our communities.

3. KEEP CALM AND LAFE ON.

We all have a role to play in protecting ourselves and one another
from the virus. Calm, informed decision making is what will guide
us through. We are doing our part to protect you and help you
through this. Please keep your friends and family informed and
help where you can in helping them keep calm. Future issues of
this newsletter will continue to advise you of the developments
surrounding COVID-19 and provide you with important updates
about the general spread of COVID-19 and efforts being made to
mitigate its effects and how to keep safe.
If you have any concerns please contact a member of the
COVID-19 Committee or your HR representative.
— Ministry of Health and Wellness (Jamaica)
https://www.moh.gov.jm/
— National Health Service (UK)
https://www.nhs.uk/
— Centers for Disease Control (USA)
https://www.cdc.gov/
— Canadian Health Service
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/health.html
— Ministry of Health (Belize)
http://health.gov.bz/
— World Health Organization
https://www.who.int

POLLUTION EFFECTS
| CORONA VIRUS CUTS CHINA’S GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS BY A QUARTER.

| JAMAICA PRAISED FOR ITS
PREPARATION AND RESPONSE.

On 17th March 2020 the Government of Jamaica, and in particular
the Minster of Health, Dr. Christopher Tufton, received praise
form the Executive Director of the World Health Organisation for
Jamaica’s preparedness and response to COVID-19.

Similar praise was received from the US Ambassador to Jamaica
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